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Subject: vba Nuclear Station -

' No. 50-414> <
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Gentlemen-

Attached is Licensee Event Report 414/92-005 concerning TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION.
VIOLATION DUE TO CONTAINMENT TEMPERATURE BELOW LIMITS.

This event was considered to be of no significance with respect to the health and safety of the
public.

Very truly yours,
'r

b d b ws~
M. S. Tuckman

xc: Mr. S. D. Ebneter Marsh & McLennan Nuclear '
Regional Administrator, Region 11 1166 Avenue of the AnNricas
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission New York, NY 10036-2774
101 Marietta Street, NW, Suite 2900
Atlanta, GA 30323

-R. E. Martin INPO Records Center
U. S. Nuclear R gulatory Commission Suite 1500
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation 1100 Circle 75 Parkway
Washington, D.C. 20555- Atlanta,_GA 30339

Mr. W. T. Orders
NRC Resident Inspector
Catawba Nuclear Station-
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On November 29,1992, at 2105 hours, during Unit 2 startup, Reactor Building temperature was
below the Technical SpeciGcation (T/S) limit of 75 degrees F when the unit entered-Mode 1,
Power Operation. Just prior to this, at 1912 hours, the Control Room Reactor Operator
incorrectly read the Reactor Building temperature and signed procedure PT/2/A/4600/19A,
Premode 1 Periodic Surveillance Items. An Operator Aid Computer (OAC) alarm was received
at 2038 hours when the Reactor went critical. The Unit entered Mode 1 at 2105 hours, resulting
in the Technical Specification (T/S) violation. This incident is attributed to root causes of less
than adequate work practice because self checking was not applied to ensure intended action was
correct, and interface design or equipment condition deGeiency resulting in inadequate audible-
cues. Corrective actions include issuance of an operator update, procedure changes, formation
of a team to evaluate computer alarms, and an enhancement that reinstates computer alarms that
have not been acknowledged every five minutes.
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BACKGROUND

The Unit 2 Containment Ventilation [ Ells:VA] (VV) System ventilates and cools the Control
Rod Drive Mechanism [ Ells: AA), the Incore Instrumentation Room, and the Lower and Upper
Containment [EIIS:NH] areas of Uni! 2. The Upper Contamment Ventilation portion of the VV
System consists of four, one third capacity air handling units (2A,2B,2C, and 2D) and four
Upper Containment Return Air Fans [ Ells:BLO). A non-safety related leg of the Nuclear
Service Water (Ells:BI](RN) System supplies water to the cooling coils of the air handling units
and is thermostatically controlled to maintain 90 degrees F. The air handling unit and return
air fans for each train (2A, 2B, 2C, and 2D) are controlled by selector switches [ Ells:XIS]
located in the Control Room (C/R). The switches for the Upper Containment Ventilation (Air
Handling) Units (UCVU) also allow the operator to select either normal or maximum cooling.
Maximum cmPng bypasses the normal thermostat [ Ells:XI] control of temperature. All eight
fans start .tomatically on " blackout" power [ Ells:JX]. The Upper Containment Cooling
System performs no function during a Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA) and is not Nuclear
Safety Related.

The limitations on containment average air temperature ensure that: (1) the containment air
mass is limited to an initial mass sufficiently low to prevent exceeding the design pressure during
LOCA conditions, and (2) the ambient air temperature does not exceed that temperature
allowable for the continuous duty rating specified for equipment and instrumentation located
within containment. Measurements shall be made at all operating ventilation unit locations,
whether by fixed or portable instruments, prior to determining the average air temperature.

The containment pressure transient is sensitive to the initially contained air mass during a
LOCA. The contained air mass increases with decreasing temperature. The lower temperature
limit of 100 degrees F for the lower compartment and 75 degrees F (60 degrees F when in Mode
2, Startup,3, Hot Standby, or 4, Hot Shutdown) for the upper compartment will limit the peak
pressure to 14.7 psig which is less than the containment design precsure of 15 psig. The upper
temperature limit influences the peak accident temperatt.re slightly during a LOCA; however,
this limit is based primarily upon equipment protection and anticipated operating conditions.
Both the upper and lower temperature limits are consistent with the parameters used in the safety
analyses.

Section 9.4.6 of the Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR) and System Descriptions state that
during " normal" plant operation, three of the four one third capacity fan-coil units with their
respective return air fans are required to operate to maintain conditions. The remaining one
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fan-coil unit and associated return air fan is on standby, The Upper Containment Return Air 4

Fans are normally run in the AUTO position in the C/R. With this arrangement, these fans will
automatically start when its respective UCVU is started. A cooling water throttling valve for
each fan-coil unit is automatically controlled by return air thermostats set to maintain the upper
compartment at 90 degrees F.

Technical Specincation 3.6.1.5, Containment Systems Air Temperature, specifies that the
primary containment average air temperature shall be maintained between 75 degrees F and 100
degrees F in the containment upper compartment while in hiode 1, Power Operation, and
between 60 degrees F and 100 degrees F while in hiodes 2,3, or 4. The upper compartment
average air temperature is obtained by the arithmetical average of the ambient air temperature
monitoring stations located at an elevation of approximately 653 feet in the upper containment
near the inlet of each operating UCVU. With the containment average air temperature not.
conforming to the above limits, action is required to restore the air temperature to within the
limits within eight hours or be in at least Hot Standby within the next six hours and in Cold
Shutdown within the following thirty hours,

liVENT DESCRIPTION

On November 29,1992, with Unit 2 in hiode 2, the Control Room Reactor Operator (CRO) was
preparing to go to hiode 1, Power Operation. Prior to entering hiode l procedure

'

PT/2/A/4600/19A, Premode 1 Periodic Surveillance Items, must be completed.

At approximately 1912 hours, the Balance of' Plant (BOP) CRO signed Enclosure 13.2 of
FT/2/A/4600/19A indicating that the containment upper compartment temperature was between
78 and 100 degrees F. Actual temperature at the time was 73.8 degrees F.

At 2035 hours, the Reactor went critical. Three minutes later at 2038 hours, the computer alarm
came in indicating that upper containment temperature was low'.

At 2105 hours, the Unit 2 entered hiode I with upper containment temperature below 75 degrees
F. At 2125 hours, the Operator At The Controls (OATC) recognized that the computer alarm,
computer point Pl500, was in alarm. The OATC immediately stopped RN flow to the
containment ventilation system so that upper containment temperature would increase to greater
than 75 degrees F.

'
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At 0200 hours on November 30,1992, the upper containment temperature increased to greater
than 75 degrees F and the alarm cleared.

CONCI,USLON
_

This incident has been attributed to root causes of less than adequate work practices, self-
checking was not applied to ensure intended action was correct, and interface design or
equipment condition resulting in inadequate audible cues.

The night shift " Balance Of Plant" (BOP) RO was performing steps in Enclosure 13.2 of
procedure PT/2/A/4600/19A at approximately 1900 hours. The BOP went to the Operator Aid
Computer (OAC) to read computer point P1500. This computer point is the average output
based on the average of all analog points read for each operating VV ventilation train. The
Control 160m BOP mistakenly read the temperature from the OAC as 78.3, when the actual
temperature was 73.fs. With the Premode checklist complete, the OATC continued to increase
power. Shortly after the reactor went critical, the computer alarin came in indicating that the
upper containment temperature was less than 75 degrees F. The OATC at the time was pulling
rods and did not respond to the alarm until reactor power increased above SE At 2105 hours
the unit entered Mode I with temperature in the upper compartment below 75 degrees F,

F

*At approximately 2130 hours, the OATC acknowledged the alarm and closed valve 2RN-404B.
Upper Containment Unit Vent Supply, allowing containment temperature to increase. Personnel
involved in the event were counseled. Additional planned corrective actions include changing [
Operations procedures to require the operator to enter actual temperature readings, have an
Operations team evaluate computer alarms, and an enhancement that reinstates computer alarms
that have not been acknowledged every five minutes. ;

The Operating Experience Program (OEP) database review of the last 24 raonths has revealed
.

one Licensee Event Report (LER 413/91-002) that involved T/S violations while changing modes
due to an inappropriate action by Operations. This event is considered to be recurring.

,

Corrective action included a formal mechanism to track periodic test. The other aspect of this i

event, failure to respond to alarms, has also been determined to be recurring. LER 413/92-003
identified an occurrence in which operators did not respond appropriately to alarms. Corrective
action included a communication package reinforcing the required actions regarding oeprator
response to alarms.

- , m
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CORRECTIVE ACTION

SUBSEQUENT

1) The OATC responded to the alarm and proceeded to increase upper containment
temperature.

2) Valve 2RN-4048, Upper Containment Unit Vent Supply, was closed to allow the
containment ventilation system to increase containment temperature.

3) Personnel involved in the incident were counseled.

4) This event was discussed in detail, by the Shift Supervisor involved, at the December 14,
1992 Shift Supervisors' meeting.

PLANNED

1) Change Operations procedure to require the operator to enter the actual temperature
reading from the alarm typer.

2) Operations will form a team to evaluate computer alarms.

3) Provide an enhancement that will reinstate computer alarms every five minutes that have
not been acknowledged.

SAFETY ANALYSIS

The containment ventilation system provides adequate capacity to assure that proper temperature
levels are maintained in the containment under normal operating conditions. Sufficient

'

redundancy is included to assure proper operation of the system with one active component out
of service by the use of four one third capacity ventilation units. The system is arranged wholly
in the upper and lower containment compartments eliminating the need of ductwork penetrating -
the divider barrier thus enhancing the barrier integrity. The containment ventilation system is
not considered an engineered safety- feature (Safety Related) and no credit is taken for the-

operation of any VV system subsystem or component in analyzing the consequences of an

ve run wm
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accident. There are no C/R status lights to indicate the status of the system; however, there are
indicating lights near the switches controlling the fans and damper to indicate the fan or damper
status in the C/R.

While in Mode I status, T/S 3.6.1.5 specifies that the primary containment upper compartment
average air temperature shall be maintained between 75 degrees F and 100 degrees F. During
the winter months of the year the temperature stays in the lower portion of this range, and in
the summer months of the year the temperature stays in the upper portion of this range. During
this time of the year, the RN supply to the upper containment is isolated to prevent the
temperature from falling below 75 degrees F.

The containment pressure transient is mitive to the initially contained air mass during a
LOCA. The contained air mass increases with decreasing temperatur_e. The lower temperature
limit of 100 degrees F for the lower compartment and 75 degrees F (60 degrees F when in
MODE 2, 3, or 4) for the upper compartment will limit the peak pressure to 14.7 psig which
is less than the containment design pressure of 15 psig. The upper temperature limit influences
the peak accident temperature slightly during a LOCA; however, this limit is based primarily
upon equipment protection and anticipated operating conditions. Both the upper and lower
temperature limits are consistent with the parameters used in the safety analyses. ,

Engineering performed a calculation and determined that with upper containment temperature
at 71 degrees F the design pressure of 15 PSIG wouiti not be exceedeti during LOCA conditions.

Therefore, the health and safety of the public was not affected by this incident.
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